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Abstract 

Human osteoblasts react to external biophysical stimulation by several mechanisms, 

including propagating an external signal by electrical currents via a cellular membrane and 

intracellular biochemical secondary pathways. The resultant effect is the modulation of 

proliferation and phenotypic activity. Therefore, a series of research projects were carried 

out according to the hypothesis that there are specific alternating high-frequency 

biophysical parameters for the induction of the phenotypic cell function of human 

osteoblasts in vitro and that by using the specific biophysical parameters for osteoblast 

stimulation, viable bone tissue can be generated in vitro that is safe and effective for use as 

a bone graft in vivo. For this purpose, specially designed experimental modalities were 

used for the external application of mechanical vibration, alternating LED irradiance, and 

electromagnetic fields in the 20-60 Hz range of frequencies to monolayer cultures of human 

osteoblasts.  

By using these methods, effective biophysical parameters for cell stimulation were defined. 

These parameters are different and distinctive for phenotypic cell function vs. synthetic 

activities.  

The results indicate a low-intensity threshold of photobiomodulation of osteoblasts in vitro 

by 40 Hz pulsed irradiance. A narrow spectrum of low intensity pulsed (40 Hz) LED light 

irradiance caused photobiomodulation in the osteoblast by a significant increase in the 

number of cells and cell death, measured by lactate dehydrogenase content in culture 

media,  (p<0.05) in the green spectrum range with diffuse transmittance 560-650 nm and 

maximal cell irradiance of 0.04 W/m2, and a significant decrease (p<0.05) in osteoblast 

maturation by a blue range of spectrum irradiance (alkaline phosphatase cellular specific 

activity decrease following irradiance with diffuse transmittance 420-580 nm, maximal cell 

irradiance 0.05 W/m2).  

Cell exposure to pulsed electromagnetic field (PEMF) at a distinct range of 5-15 kHz of 

basic frequency in pulses of 20-30 Hz caused a shift of the cell cycle towards the G1 phase. 

External mechanical stimulation of cells by vibration showed different sub-ranges of 

effective vibration parameters for osteoblast proliferation and phenotypic cell function, i.e., 

20 Hz frequency vibration significantly increased (p<0.05) DNA content in cells, 

indicating increased cell proliferation. In contrast, the maturation state (expressed by 
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alkaline phosphatase specific activity in cells) increased significantly (p<0.05) following 

the 60 Hz stimulation. 

Thus, these experiments indicate that the application of alternating biophysical energy 

(light, electromagnetic field, mechanical vibration) in the frequency range of 20-60 Hz 

causes proliferative and phenotypic effects in human osteoblasts. 

Subsequentially, by applying biophysical stimulation (mechanical), viable bone-like tissue 

was generated in vitro that is safe and effective for bridging critical bone gaps in vivo 

(investigated using small animal models). 

Through this series of research projects, high-frequency ranges of alternating biophysical 

stimulation for phenotypic cell function and proliferation of human osteoblasts in vitro 

were determined.  

These findings reveal the ability to implement in vitro tissue engineering techniques of 

osteoblast manipulation in culture by external biophysical methods for clinical use to treat 

critical bone loss by autologous bone grafting. Accordingly, by using mechanical 

stimulation of cells in a high-frequency range, I have developed a way to generate bone-

like tissue in vitro for the potential clinical implementation as autologous bone graft in 

orthopedic, neuro, maxillofacial and dental surgery. Additional preclinical studies on the 

generated bone-like material's ability to bridge critical bone gaps should be done on a large 

animal model for the subsequential regulatory approval to proceed to the Phase IIA clinical 

studies, essential for large-scale clinical use. 
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The theoretical framework supporting the research. 

Electromagnetic energy to mammalian cells affects their phenotypic function and 

proliferative activity by altering transmembrane ion flux [1,2,3]. This response can be 

induced by mechanotransduction or another form of external energy effect (for example, 

by a direct electromagnetic field application) by changing the cell membrane potential. 

Electrical currents via cell membranes cause the activation of intracellular synthetic 

pathways. When stimulated by a flux of calcium and phosphate ions, the transmembrane 

currents generate electromagnetic fields that produce a phenotypic cell function even at 

extremely low intensities of 0.02-0.03 mT [1,2,3]. This level of local electromagnetic fields 

(EMF) is three levels of magnitude higher than the  range of the background magnetic field 

on Earth, i.e., 0.0003-0.0007 mT according to geographical location [4]. There are seven 

known subgroups of the Transient Receptor Potential (TRP) membrane channels, which 

are permeable for calcium ions. Member 4  of the TRP subfamily V (TRPV4) is involved 

in mechanotransduction and osteoblastic commitment in the mesenchymal stem cells 

(MSCs) following external oscillatory mechanical stimulation. This channel is 

predominantly situated in the high strain loci on the osteoblast cell membrane, i.e.adjacent 

to the focal adhesions and the primary cilium [5]. An additional membrane channel, 

permeable to the calcium ions and involved in mechanotransduction in osteoblasts, is 

PIEZO1. This channel is part of the mechanotransduction pathway induced by static 

pressure and shear stress that causes membrane stretch. PIEZO1 regulates the expression 

of collagens II and IX, which are part of osteoclast differentiation machinery [6]. Cellular 

mechanotransduction involves numerous cellular pathways propagating mechanical force 

from the extracellular milieu and translating it to the synthetic cellular response. The exact 

interrelation of these pathways is not sufficiently clear and is under extensive research 

efforts. Overall, this process is initiated by the external mechanical force causing shear 

stress on the cellular membrane and dictated by the mechanical stiffness properties of the 

supporting extracellular matrix. The deformation of the cellular membrane affects the cell 

membrane potential by inducing electrical currents [1,2,3]. Additionally, the external force 

is transferred via transmembrane molecular extensions (Integrins, Cadherins, etc.) and 

cytoskeletal components to the nuclear lamins (predominantly lamins A and C) with a 

subsequential induction of transcription activity (Figure 1) [7]. The external mechanical 
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force is transferred to the nuclear lamins via perinuclear actin fibrils, situated adjacent to 

the outer nuclear membrane. The lamins, which have elastic characteristics and are 

concentrated in the boundaries of the outer and inner nuclear membrane, propagate the 

mechanical force to the intranuclear chromatin through the proteins of the linker 

cytoskeleton complexes (LINC). Eventually, the force reaches the chromatin, which 

responds with a "spring-like" folding-unfolding activity.  The unfolded chromatin reacts 

with a transcription of mechanosensitive transcription factors, e.g., MAL-SRF, YAP/TAZ 

(Figure 1B) [8]. 

Furthermore, mechanotransduction involves a transmembranous activation of the canonical 

Wnt pathway, the receptors of Insulin-Like Growth Factor (IGF), TGF-β, etc., that 

eventually activate Osterix. This transcription factor is involved in osteoblast differentiation 

[9].  

Therefore, there is a potential ability to manipulate mammalian cells' metabolism by 

external biophysical stimulation that alters the milieu EMF and subsequentially translates 

into specific intracellular biochemical pathways. The biophysical means for this purpose 

can be mechanical or electromagnetic, which, when applied in a specific energetic range 

and mode, causes cellular activation. This phenomenon is especially prominent in cells of 

mesenchymal origin that are responsible for the mechanical support of the whole body. 

Therefore, they readily respond to an external biophysical environment (Figure 2) [10,11]. 

The important mesenchymal cell type that responds to external biophysical effects is the 

osteoblast, which can be manipulated externally mainly by mechanical or electromagnetic 

stimulation [10,12]. Osteoblasts "orchestrate" bone regeneration and remodeling by 

interaction with osteoclasts, blood supply, and connective tissue, which comprise the basic 

multicellular unit (BMU) (Figure 3). In particular, mechanotransduction via membrane 

PIEZO1 ion channels in osteoblast regulates the expression of collagens II and IX, which 

enhance the osteoclast differentiation [6], i.e., mechanical stimulation of osteoblast has a 

regulative effect on the BMU as a whole. Therefore, osteoblast is an effective candidate 

for studying the biophysical stimulation of cells having a crucial clinical impact [13].  
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Figure 1: Simplified schematic representation of the general mechanotransduction pathway. A: The 

mechanical force propagates from the extracellular matrix (ECM) via focal adhesion (FA) sites 

consisting of transmembrane molecules, e.g., integrins, through cytoskeletal components to the 

cell nucleus (nuc) and eventually causes transcriptional activity(B). B: External mechanical force 

propagates through the cytoskeleton via perinuclear actin to lamins (predominantly lamin A and 

C), and via the linker cytoskeleton complex (LINC) proteins causes reversible deformation in 

chromatin with its subsequential transcriptional response. In parallel, mechanically induced cell 

deformation affects transmembrane ion flux (+/-), which is also responsible for the induction of 

cellular biochemical pathways [11]. 
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of several biochemical pathways induced by mechanotransduction to 
activate osteoblast maturation [11]. 
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Figure 3: Interactions between BMU components [13]. 

 

 

There are numerous data showing that the biophysical stimulation of osteoblasts is more 

effective when applied in a pulsed or alternating high-frequency mode either by 

electromagnetic field (Table 1) or mechanical stimulus (Table 2). 

 
Additionally, we showed that even extremely low alternating electromagnetic flux of 0.2 

mT (10kHz frequency) triggers osteoblast maturation (increase in cellular alkaline 

phosphatase specific activity) [27]. Electromagnetic stimulation of osteoblast that affects 

proliferation, maturation, and apoptosis involves two major interconnected pathways. 

First is the electrocoupling affecting transmembranous ion flux via ion channels and 

membrane receptors, causing membrane depolarization. An additional path is 

electromagnetic signal propagation to biochemical pathways that activate mitogen-

activated protein kinase (MAPK) with subsequential activation of transcriptional factors 

such as extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and JNK [28] 
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Table 1. Synopsis of selected published data on the response of cultured osteoblasts to alternating 
electromagnetic field (AEMF) and pulsed electromagnetic field (PEMF) [14]. 

↑ represents significant increase ↓ represents a significant decrease  
  

Ref. Magnetic 
Flux (mT) 

AEMF 
Frequency (Hz) 

PEMF Frequency: 
basic/pulses (Hz) 

Cellular AP Cell 
Proliferation 

15 0.4 - 14.9 ↑ ↑ 

16 1.8 - 4k/15 ↑ ↓ 

17 1.8 30 - ↓ not given 

18 5 15 - ↑ ↓ 

19 5 - 50k/15 ↑ ↑ 

20 6 - 330/50 not given ↑ 

  
 

Table 2. Parametric data of the mechanical induction of proliferation of osteoblast-like cells in vitro in 
different studies [21]. 

NI – not indicated 
*  Average displacement estimated from strains applied to cells, assuming that the diameters of osteoblasts 

are in the range of 20-40 m  
**  Calculated with approximation to sine-shaped vibration. 

 

Electromagnetic energy can also be applied to cells by visible light irradiance. Several 

theories exist regarding the mechanism of cellular photobiomodulation. Although it has 

been shown that visible light is effective in cellular activation in general, little has been 

studied regarding the effect of light on cells on the osteoblast pathway. It is apparent from 

different studies that blue light (453 nm) is effective in enhancing the differentiation of 

mesenchymal stem cells into osteoblasts through flavoprotein activation [29], while the 

Ref. Frequenc
y 

Hz 

Displacemen
t mm 

Acceleration 

mm/sec2 

Time 

hours 
Waveshape Cells Origin Parameters 

investigated 

22 0.05 0.009* 0.00089** 48 Square Osteoblasts Chicks DNA, Cell 
No. 

23 20-2000 NI 50000 0.12 Sine MC3T3E1 Mouse mRNA:c-
fos,c-myc 

24 1 0.0003* 0.0112** 1.2 NI Osteoblasts Human Cell No. 

25 1 0.0003* 0.0112** 0.07 NI Osteoblasts Bullock Cell No. 

26 0.5 0.003* 0.03** 6 Square MC3T3E1 Mouse DNA 
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osteogenic effect of red light (630 nm) involves cytochrome C oxidase in the mitochondria 

[30]  

Thus, according to the facts:  

 Cells of mesenchymal origin, in general, can be manipulated biophysically.   

 Osteoblasts are highly susceptible mesenchymal cells that respond to alternating 

biophysical external manipulation. 

 Specific biophysical parameters for osteoblast manipulation are not known.  

Therefore, the research covering the effects of biophysical stimulation of osteoblasts is of 

high importance because of its potential clinical impact on governing bone tissue 

regeneration in pathological conditions when irreparable gaps (critical gaps) in the bone 

should be treated by bone grafting.  

In the clinical setting, most bone grafting relies on bone graft replacement materials,e.g., 

beta-tricalcium phosphate matrices, collagen sponges, and natural bone grafts (e.g., 

autografts, allografts, and xenografts). Bone grafts materials should demonstrate three 

major interrelated properties for optimal bone regeneration [31]:  

i) Osteoconduction - supporting the attachment of new osteoblasts and 

osteoprogenitor cells. 

ii)  ii) Osteoinduction - induction of osteoprogenitor cells (or other non-

differentiated cells) to differentiate towards osteoblast lineage.  

iii) iii) Osteogenesis – formation of new bone via osteoblasts-derived osteoid that 

subsequently mineralizes. 

Although synthetic bone grafts, either with or without exogenous addition of growth 

factors, provide osteoconductive and osteoinductive microenvironment, only autologous 

grafts meet all three criteria for bone regeneration and consider as the gold standard for 

bone implantation [32]. However, disadvantages such as donor site morbidity 
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(autografts), limited availability (autografts), risk of rejection (allografts/xenografts), risk 

of infection (allografts/xenografts), and ethical issues (xenografts) call for novel 

therapeutic options. Implantation of bone concentrated marrow aspirate, which contains 

osteogenic progenitors, in the attempt of treatment of sizeable critical bone gaps, hasn't 

yet shown sufficient clinical success because only a small fraction of implanted MSCs in 

the aspirate survive after implantation [34]. Similarly, the potential strong osteogenic 

effect of the recombinant bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs), implanted directly or on 

an osteoconductive inorganic carrier, is not widely introduced for  the clinical use as the 

treatment of fracture nonunion or for bridging the critical bone gaps because of the 

potentially devastating effect of neoplastic transformation [35]   

In general, personalized and functional tissue-engineered bone grafts may provide an 

unlimited source to overcome the chronic shortage in natural grafts while addressing all 

three aforementioned optimal criteria.  

Accordingly, a series of experimental projects were planned to understand the biophysical 

manipulation of human osteoblasts further. 

 

Research hypotheses 

 
1. There are specific alternating high-frequency biophysical parameters for the induction 

of the phenotypic cell function of human osteoblasts in vitro. 

2. Using the biophysical parameters for osteoblast stimulation, viable bone tissue can be 

generated in vitro that is safe and effective for use as a bone graft in vivo. 
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Aims 

The aim is to investigate cell maturation, synthetic activity, and cell death rate following 

the exposure of human osteoblasts, in monolayer culture, to three types of 20-70 Hz 

alternating biophysical stimulation methods: mechanical vibration; alternating and pulsed 

electromagnetic fields; and pulsed photobiomodulation. For this purpose, specific versatile 

standard experimental platforms were designed.  

Using these experimental platforms, with the application of the specific biophysical means, 

viable bone tissue will be generated in vitro and tested in vivo. 

 

Why the works were selected. 

The portfolio of reports presented reflects the stages of the ongoing research that gradually 

provided important initial insights for determining standardized methods and uniform 

experimental platforms that could be used for the biophysical manipulation of human 

osteoblasts within the framework of bone tissue engineering.  

 

Methodologies used and their rationale. 

There are three basic similar standard principles of this series of research projects: 

1. All the experiments were carried out on monolayer explant cultures of human 

osteoblast-like cells. The osteoblast characteristics were revalidated in a separate study 

[36]. 

2. The end parameters investigated were cell proliferation, cell death, and cell phenotypic 

cell function. These endpoints were revalidated for the osteoblasts in a separate study 

[37]. 

3. In all the projects specially designed by the author (NR), sources of external 

application of mechanical, electromagnetic, and light energy were used. All the 

devices are tunable, and all the biophysical parameters are recordable. 

 

Osteoblast explant cultures 

In all of the experiments, primary cultures of human osteoblast-like cells were used (Figure 

4) originating from chips of cancellous bone collected from the femora of human donors 
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during fractured hip arthroplasties. No osteoarthritic changes in the femoral head were 

evident under direct inspection (no gross cartilage damage was seen on the articular 

surface). The samples were collected from the femoral canal – at least 4 centimetres distant 

from the subchondral area to avoid local metaplastic effects. The bone samples, each 2-3 

grams in total, were incubated in an osteogenic medium [38,39] for 20-30 days. As 

previously described, human osteoblast-like cells grew from the chips as a primary cell 

culture adherent to the plastic tissue culture plates (non-pyrogenic polystyrene) [39]. The 

polystyrene stiffness in an environment below 100oC temperature is in the range of 35 - 55 

MPa [40], which is in the optimal range of 25–40 MPa for osteoblastogenesis [41]. The 

Institutional Ethics Committee approved the use of these cells for the experiments 

(Rambam Health Care Campus No. A1240).  

The human bone cell cultures obtained by this standard method had been previously shown 

to express osteoblast-like characteristics, i.e., polygonal multipolar morphology; 

expression of the enzyme alkaline phosphatase; synthesis of a collagen-rich extracellular 

matrix with predominantly type I collagen and also small amounts of collagen types III and 

V; as well as non-collagenous proteins such as sialoprotein (BSP) and osteocalcin [38,39]. 

Additionally, these cells demonstrate matrix mineralization in vitro and bone formation in 

vivo. Furthermore, we revalidated the osteoblast characteristics of these cells, including 

positive Von Kossa staining (Figure 5), synthesis of osteopontin (Figure 6), osteocalcin 

(Figure 7), cellular alkaline phosphatase activity, characteristic multipolar morphology and 

adherence to a plastic surface [36].  

The cells were allowed to migrate from the bone chips into the medium and proliferate in 

75-cm2 culture flasks for 21 days (explant cultures). The cells were then placed into 24 

well plates, where each well was seeded with 103-104 cells. Six to eight samples (six wells 

in 24 different well plates) were exposed to different experimental conditions, i.e., the 

second passage of cells was used in all experiments.  Duration and timing of exposure of 

cultured replicates to experimental conditions were identical in all experiments and were 

chosen empirically: four repetitions of two-minute exposure at 24-hour intervals. The 

doubling time of osteoblasts is dependent on seeding density. When seeded up to the 104 

cells/cm2 density, the doubling time is around 10 hours [42,43]. Therefore, four days of the 

experiment (96 hours) represent ten doubling periods. At this point, the cell culture is close 
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to 2D confluency, the proliferation rate ceases, and the cells start with matrix elaboration. 

Therefore, in the four days, the cells reach the maximal proliferation rate and activate the 

phenotypic cell function. Accordingly, we evaluated the results of cell culture growth at 

this point and determined the biophysical parameters that affect osteoblast proliferation, 

cell death, maturation, and phenotypic cell function.  

Additionally, after the most effective stimulation protocol of osteoblasts was determined, 

it was applied to the monolayer osteoblast cultures. Following the culture confluency, 106 

cells were passaged and seeded onto three-dimensional granules of tricalcium phosphate 

(βTCP, diameter 0.5 mm, pores 300-500 µ, five ccs total volume) cultured in the same type 

of osteogenic media and again exposed to the mechanical conditions for 21 days.  

The porous βTCP was used as an osteoconductive milieu for the in vitro three-

dimensional bone matrix generation by the osteoblast due to their proven experimental 

and clinical osteointegration effect [44] that is already proved to be efficient for an 

osseointegration coverage of metal endoprostheses [45]. 

Following this part of the experiments, the in vitro generated bone tissue characteristics, 

its safety, and efficiency to close critical bone gaps in vivo were investigated in mice and 

rat models. 

 

 

Figure 4:  Representative microscopic image of cell culture (scale 20 µm). The characteristic multipolar 
morphology of the osteoblasts is evident. 
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Figure 5: Von Kossa staining of the human osteoblast-like cells in culture. A low-power micrograph shows 

numerous mineral nodules stained black by silver nitrate (scale 25 µm).  

 

 

 

Figure 6:  Western blot analysis of osteopontin (35 kDa) expression in the primary cell culture cells. An 
example of SDS-PAGE of the three samples studied is presented, showing osteopontin expression 
in all samples and representation of expressed β actin (42 kDa). 

 

 

Figure 7:  Cytometric analysis of cells positively stained for osteocalcin (oc): 70%-80% of the cells were 
positively stained for oc. 

 contr – control non-stained cells 
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End parameters 

Cell death and proliferation estimation 

The number of cells in each culture sample was estimated by direct counting in a low-

power microscopic field either by cytometry (1450101 TC20TM, Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc. 

Hercules, CA, USA) or image processing software (ImageJ). The mean value of cell 

number from three different microscopic fields in each culture sample after exposure to 

biophysical stimulation and in control samples was recorded, as well as the total DNA 

content in each replicate culture. To estimate cell proliferation in the mechanical 

experiments, the total DNA content in each replicate culture was measured using the 33258 

dye fluorescence enhancement method with excitation at 355 nm and emission at 450 nm 

using a luminescence spectrometer (Model LS30 – Perkin Elmer) [46]. 

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) specific activity in the culture media, a marker of cell death 

due to LDH leakage via damaged cell membranes, was measured by 340 nm wavelength 

spectrophotometry of the reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD), which is 

directly proportional to LDH activity [47]. The LDH measurements were validated 

separately to ensure that this method is suitable for the research of cell death in osteoblasts 

(Figure 8) [37]. 

Thus, the estimation of cell proliferation differences was based either on the total DNA 

content in cells or on the result of the deduction of the change in cell death from the change 

in the total number of cells in the culture samples.  

 

Figure 8: Significant and high correlation was found between LDH activity in culture media and the 
numbers of non-viable osteoblast-like cells. 
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Cellular maturation estimation 

Cellular alkaline phosphatase (ALP) specific activity, which is a marker of osteoblast 

maturation from progenitors, increases in Stage 2 of the osteoblast cell cycle after Stage 1 

cell proliferation ceases [48]. The cellular alkaline phosphatase activity was measured by 

410 nm wavelength spectrophotometry [49].  

In studying the effect of electromagnetic fields, a flow cytometric analysis was used to 

determine the cell cycle of osteoblast-like cells. We used the FACScan flow cytometer 

(Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA, USA). Ten thousand cells were collected per assay point. 

Data were analysed using the CELLQuest software package to determine the number of 

cells in each cell cycle step. 

 

Synthetic activity in osteoblasts 

Osteocalcin cellular content (a marker for synthetic osteoblastic activity) in cells was 

assayed by ELISA (N-MID® Osteocalcin ELISA, Immunodiagnosticsystems, UK) in a 

Cobas e analyser (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). 

 

 

Determination of in vitro generated tissue 

Following seeding on the generated material, the samples were decalcified, embedded in 

paraffin, sectioned and stained by hematoxylin and eosin (HE staining according to 

standard protocols), and inspected microscopically for tissue morphological evaluation. 

The material was also stained by the trichrome method for the general detection of collagen 

and by immunohistochemical assays for collagen I (mouse anti IgG collagen type 1, cat. 

SC-59772) and osteocalcin (rabbit anti osteocalcin, cat. SC-30044) to determine the 

characteristics of the bone in the generated material. 

 

In vitro safety studies 

The general cytocompatibility and safety of the tested in vitro generated bone-like material 

(BLT) was evaluated by the concomitant culture of mouse fibroblast cells L929 using MTT 

cell viability assay according to ISO Standard 10993-5 (Cell Proliferation Kit – MTT, No. 

11465007001 Merck) [50]. 
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In vivo safety evaluation 

Testing the biosafety profile and tumorigenicity potential of the in vitro generated BLT 

was done using a standard mouse model. The test was based on subcutaneous inoculation 

of BLT in NOD-SCID mice and examining the biosafety and tumorigenicity of the tested 

material. A total of 10 mice were tested. Each group tested included five animals (n=5 for 

vehicle βTCP implanted and n=5 for BLT implanted in doses of 0.1 ml/kg). The duration 

of the experimental period was 62  days. Observations for signs of morbidity and mortality 

were made twice daily. Bodyweight was measured once a week, starting on day 1. 

Histopathological analysis was performed on the implantation area. Tissues were trimmed, 

embedded in paraffin, sectioned at approximately 5 µm thickness and stained with HE. 

(ethical approval no il – 007- 01-11) 

 

Efficacy in vivo studies 

To test the osseointegration capacity of the BLT in vivo, i.e., the ability of the implanted 

tissue to interact with the host bone at the orthotopic site, The in vitro generated BLT was 

implanted into a rat calvaria critical-size defect model [51]. The ability of the BLT to 

promote critical size defect healing was monitored during the experiment using X-ray 

imaging and at the experimental endpoint using histological evaluation by HE staining 

(Figure 9). 

The histological evaluation included a gap closure with woven bone score as a marker for 

newly in situ developed bone tissue based on the following gradation: Grade 0 = 0% 

closure; Grade 1 = up to 25% closure; Grade 2 = up to 50% closure; Grade 3 = up to 75% 

closure; and Grade 4 = up to 100% closure. Since non-healing bone wounds generally result 

in a thin collagenous fibrous tissue within the defect with no visible bone ingrowth [52], 

the amount of fibrous tissue was scored based on the following gradation: (-) no fibrosis; 

(+) marginal; (++) minor; and (+++) pronounced. The length of the remaining gap, if any, 

was measured under the microscope using a calibration scale in millimetres.  
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Figure 9: Graphical representation of the in vivo experiment of critical bone gap bridging design. A. 

Schematic representation of the anatomical location and size of the rat calvaria defect model. B. 
Timeline and major steps of the in vivo experimental design to evaluate the BLT implantation. 

 
 
 

 

Setups for external application of biophysical energy 

Visible light irradiance [53] 

Well plates with cultured osteoblast-like cells were exposed to a vertically directed LED 

light source in a dark environment from a distance of 6 cm. This distance was chosen to 

create irradiance on the cells in the range of 2.4-2.5 mW/cm2. The membranal stimulation 

can be elicited by white light intensity as low as 0.6-3.2 mW/cm2 in the light-sensitive 

neural cells [54]. We chose irradiance intensity empirically at a higher level of magnitude 

range of around 2.0-3.0 mW/cm2 because the osteoblast is probably less sensitive than 

visual neurons to light. The irradiance was applied to different culture samples at 10, 20, 

30, and 40 Hz. Control cultures were kept in dark conditions (Figure 10).  

Additionally, the light was applied through red (diffuse transmittance 593-840 nm, 

maximal cell irradiance 0.2 mW/cm2), green (diffuse transmittance 560-650 nm, maximal 

cell irradiance 0.4 mW/cm2) and blue (diffuse transmittance 420-580 nm, maximal cell 

irradiance 0.5 mW/cm2) filters (Figure 11).  
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Figure 10:  Schematic representation of the experimental setup for photobiomodulation studies on human 
osteoblasts. 
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                                           A 

 

B 

 

C 

 

D 

 

Figure 11:  Spectra of LED 40 Hz pulsed light for irradiance of cultured cell samples. A. unfiltered light 
source, B. red filtered – 593-840 nm, C. green filtered – 560 650 nm, D. blue filtered – 420 -580  
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Electromagnetic field [14] 
 
A specially designed system was used for electromagnetic field delivery to human 

osteoblast-like cells in culture in a 24 well plate by placing a coil under each well (Figure 

12). 

 

 

         
 

Figure 12:  A 24 well plate with cultured osteoblast-like cells is mounted on coils that deliver a controlled 
electromagnetic (EM) field. 

 
 
 

The cultures were subjected to a sine-shaped low frequency of 20-30 Hz and a higher 

frequency of 5-15 kHz electromagnetic fields, and to PEMF, i.e., 5-15 kHz basic 

frequency in pulses of 20-30 Hz (Figure 13). The maximal magnetic flux was in the range 

of 10.00-12.00 Gauss. We used the maximal magnetic flux in the range that has been 

shown previously as effective for altering the maturation state and proliferation of 

osteoblasts (Table 1). The investigated PEMF frequency of pulses was according to my 

general interest to investigate the biophysical effect on cells in the range of 20-60 Hz ( as 

mentioned herein in my research reports on mechanical vibration and light irradiance). 

The basic frequency range of the PEMF bursts was chosen empirically in the three 

magnitudes higher level above the frequency of the pulses, similarly to the previous 

reports (Table 1). 
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Figure 13:  Profile of an electromagnetic field with the basic frequency of 5-15 kHz in bursts of 5-15 kHz 

(PEMF) delivered to the cultured cells. The maximal magnetic flux was in the range of 10.00-
12.00 Gauss. We used cultures of cells unexposed to magnetic fields as the study controls. 

 

 

Mechanical stimulation 

The widely used experimental methods for the study of the mechanical stimulation of 

osteoblasts utilize the stretching of cells adherent to elastic membranes or the 

implementation of controlled external fluid flow to cell cultures. In both, the 

mechanism of cellular activation is due to shearing forces and subsequential cellular 

deformation, which causes cytoskeletal activation by transmembrane electrical 

currents. These experimental methods require sophisticated hardware with essential 

special handling and complex experimental protocols. But they are usually unable to 

produce uniform stretching forces on all the cells in culture and are commonly 

restricted to mechanical loading frequencies of up to 5Hz. These methods are 

insufficient for studying mechanical stimulation in a higher range of alternating forces. 

Therefore, I developed a more versatile experimental approach that is highly 

reproducible and has a much wider range of mechanical frequencies that could be 

applied to the cultured osteoblasts in monolayer [55]. This method is based on the 

application of a controlled vibration force in a defined range of mechanical parameters. 

In this model, the cellular deformation is caused by shearing forces applied by an extra 

intracellular fluid flow induced by the one-dimensional accelerated vibration 

movement of cells adherent to a plastic surface. Since the cells in this model are under 

the same environmental conditions, they are exposed to the same magnitude of force 

during the vibration force application on a culture well plate. Therefore, large numbers 

of cells can be studied under the same mechanical conditions (Figure 14). The well 

plate with cultured cells is mounted on a horizontally oriented actuator. An amplifier 
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controls the vibration movement of the actuator (shaker). The acceleration is measured 

by a piezoelectric accelerometer (accelerometer sensitivity = 100mV/g) and the 

displacement by a special displacement transducer (LVDT – sensitivity 78.316 

mV/V/mm) [21].  

For further development of this method, an experimental device based on the same 

principles but with reduced friction during the vibration movements, was constructed 

[53]. Through this setup, not only are the delivered mechanical parameters recordable, 

but the actual data of the supporting surface movement, which reflects the actual 

movement of cells, can also be measured online, and a container with the generated 

BLT can be stimulated (Figure 15).  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Schematic presentation of the experimental setup for the vibration of cultured osteoblast-like 
cells. 
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                                           A 

 

B 

 

C 

 
 

 

Figure 15: Example of the excitation profile of 20 Hz excitation by the actuator (A) and the measurements 
readings by the accelerometer attached to the moving stage (B), which represents the actual 
mechanical force applied to cells adherent to the moving surface and appears close to the 
excitation signal from the actuator (amplitude readings represented in V*10-1). The maximal 
amplitude of displacement is 25 5 m. The spectra of the vibration frequencies that were applied 
to the cells (C) show that 70% of the frequencies, up to 70 Hz frequency, are in the range of 10-
30 Hz. 
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The original contribution to knowledge  

For this project, the response of human osteoblast-like cells in explant monolayer cultures 

in vitro to different types of high-frequency alternating biophysical stimulation was 

investigated. For these experiments, a validation of the specific osteogenic characteristics 

of these cells and biochemical assays that were used in all my experiments was done 

[36,37]. 

When visible LED light irradiance was investigated, a narrow spectra of low-intensity 

pulsed (40 Hz) LED light irradiance that caused photobiomodulation in the osteoblast by 

an increase in the number of cells and in cell death (green spectrum range with diffuse 

transmittance 560-650 nm, maximal cell irradiance 0.04 W/m2) and a decrease in osteoblast 

maturation by a blue range of spectrum irradiance (alkaline phosphatase decrease following 

irradiance with diffuse transmittance 420-580 nm, maximal cell irradiance 0.05 W/m2) 

were identified [53] (Table 3). The results indicate a low-intensity threshold of 

photobiomodulation of osteoblasts in vitro by 40 Hz pulsed irradiance. 

 

Table 3:  Summary of cellular response to the investigated LED irradiance. 

 
Stage 1  Microscopic 

Cell Counting 
Cytometric 
Viable Cells 

Number 

LDH Activity 
in Culture 

Media 

ALP Activity 
in Cells 

Osteocalcin 
Content in 

Cells 

10 Hz  NA    

20 Hz  NA    

30 Hz  NA    

40 Hz  NA    

Stage 2  

Red Irradiance NA     

Green Irradiance NA     

Blue Irradiance NA     

 
NA – not applicable 
 

The investigation of the effect of alternating and pulsed electromagnetic fields (AEMF and 

PEMF, respectively) on cultured osteoblasts also revealed a distinct high-frequency (20-
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30 Hz) range that reduces cell death and cellular maturation and shifts the cell cycle 

towards the G1 phase (Figure 16) [14]. 

 

 

 

Figure 16:  Cytometric profile of cells exposed to PEMF (20-30 Hz) and control culture. Shifting of the cell 
cycle toward the G1 phase in the cells exposed to the PEMF is evident. 

 necr – necrotic cells, apo – apoptotic cells  
 

 

The third mode of biophysical stimulation of osteoblasts that was investigated is the high-

frequency mechanical vibration. This method is of great importance since it mimics the 

natural effect of resting muscle on an attached bone following the muscle's spontaneous 

periodic contraction in this range of frequencies [57]. It has been revealed that different 

sub-ranges of effective vibration parameters for osteoblast proliferation and phenotypic 

cell function stimulation and that they do not overlap [21]. Exposure to vibration applied 

at a 20 Hz frequency increased DNA content significantly in cultures, indicating increased 

cell proliferation (Figure 17). 

As expected, the maturation state (expressed by AP specific activity in cells) at the 

enhancing the proliferation mechanical stimulation (frequency of 20 Hz) decreased but 

significantly increased in the higher range of 60 Hz stimulation when the proliferation rate 

was lower (Figure 18).  

Thus, proliferation and phenotypic cell function are probably stimulated by distinct 

mechanical stimuli in the 20-60 Hz range. 
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Figure 17:  DNA content of osteoblast-like cell cultures following vibration at frequencies of 20-60 Hz 

relative to static controls. 
 

 

 
 
Figure 18:  Alkaline phosphatase activity in cultured osteoblast-like cells following vibration at frequencies 

of 20-60 Hz relative to static controls.  
 

 

Additionally, there was evidence that the external biophysical stimulation by mechanical 

vibration is propagated by cytoskeletal components through the interaction of 

microfilaments and microtubules [58]. The total DNA content in cultured replicates of 

osteoblast-like cells following their exposure to enhanced mechanical stimulation by 
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vibration at a 20 Hz frequency (25-30) ×10-6 m of displacement amplitude, with and 

without added specific microtubular and microfilament polymerization blockers 

(colchicine and cytochalasin D, respectively) was compared. The results revealed the 

essential and unique role of the microtubular component of the cytoskeleton in 

mechanotransduction for proliferation by showing that colchicine blocked the expected 

increase in DNA content after mechanical stimulation of the cultured replicates without 

altering total DNA content in replicates under static conditions (Figure 19). 

 

 

Figure 19:  Total DNA content in the cultured osteoblast-like cells replicates after exposure to the 
stimulating external vibration protocol with and without added specific microtubular and 
microfilament polymerization blockers (the mean values and standard deviations under the tested 
conditions are normalized to the corresponding values under the control conditions). 

 
* - p < 0.05. Vertical bars represent the distribution of values of studied cultured replicates. 

vibr – after exposure to vibration protocol, stat – kept under static conditions, clch – colchicine 
is present in the condition media, ctch – cytochalasin D is present in the condition media 

 

The series of experiments described showed that the application of alternating biophysical 

energy in the frequency range of 20-60 Hz causes proliferative and phenotypic effects in 

human osteoblasts and specific biophysical parameters expressing the amount of energy 

applied (expressed by the different spectra of the applied vibration, light and 
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electromagnetic field) were detected. Importantly, all three modalities of the designed 

experimental setups are easily reproducible for further experiments on large numbers of 

cultured osteoblasts.  

Since the information on the biophysical means to enhance proliferation and phenotypic 

cell function of these cells has been obtained, it was logical to proceed to research on the 

ability to stimulate the osteoblasts to generate a bone matrix with the subsequential aim for 

generating in vitro bone-like material suitable for implantation in vivo.  

Therefore, the subsequent significant finding is that through the application of mechanical 

stimulation described above and the modified experimental setup to osteoblasts cultured 

on an inorganic matrix, live bone tissue is generated in vitro (Figures 20,21) [59].  

 

 

 

 
Figure 20:  Schematic presentation of mechanical stimulation of the generated tissue adherent to a plastic 

surface of culture flask by horizontal vibration. Sine-shaped vibration at 20 Hz frequency (25 to 
30) × 10-6 m of displacement amplitude and peak-to-peak acceleration of 0.5 m/sec2 (±0.1 
m/sec2) was applied. 
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Figure 21:  Sample micrograph of the generated tissue after two weeks of culture showing organized bone-
like areas (A) similar in appearance to a native human bone (B) (HE staining, scale 250 µm). 

 

The characterization of the generated material as a bone-like tissue is supported by its 

positive immunohistochemical staining for the bone markers (osteocalcin and collagen I) 

(Figure 22). 

 
A 

 

B 

 

 

Figure 22:  Micrographs showing immunohistochemical staining for collagen 1 (A) and osteocalcin (B) in 
the experimentally generated BLT. 
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Interestingly, the generation of the BLT in this experiment follows an 'endochondral-like 

pattern' since transient cartilage generation was evident in the first week of incubation 

(Figure 23). 

The bone-like tissue for in vivo implantation 

At this stage of the research, it has been found that bone-like viable tissue can be generated 

in vitro by utilizing a combination of an inorganic matrix, osteoblasts, osteogenic media 

and the application of adequate biophysical (mechanical) stimulation of the osteoblasts. To 

pursue the proof that the in vitro generated bone-like tissue (BLT) can bridge a critical 

bone gap in vivo without adverse effects, a verification that there is no in vitro cytotoxicity 

of the BLT according to the MTT assay and no carcinogenic or another morbid effect of 

the BLT in vivo was done(mice experiment, n=10) [60]. Subsequentially, the results 

showed  that the critical gaps in BLT-implanted animals (experimental model with rats) 

demonstrated full bridging of the calvaria critical bone gap with vascularized woven bone 

(Figure 24). 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 23:  Micrograph showing cartilaginous tissue in generating BLT following seven days of incubation 

(HE staining). 
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Figure 24:  Representative histological photomicrographs of calvarial defects at the 6th postoperative week. 
HE-stained preparations of controls and BLT-treated rats upon completing six weeks of the 
experiment. Black triangles indicate the borders of the original gap prior to implantation. Long 
arrows point to newly formed blood vessels inside the BLT.  

 

Therefore, with the accomplishment of this series of research projects and according to the 

initial hypothesis, the specific alternating high-frequency (in the range of 20-60 Hz) 

biophysical parameters to induce proliferation and phenotypic cell function of human 

osteoblasts in vitro has been determined. It became apparent that by implementing of the 

biophysical cell stimulation, using mechanical vibration, the viable bone tissue could be 

generated in vitro, which is safe and effective for potential use as a bone graft in vivo. 
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Contribution to developing the theory in the field 

In this series of projects, there is experimental evidence of the effective mode of pulsed 

biophysical stimulation in the 20-60 Hz range that could modulate osteoblast phenotypic 

cell function and proliferation. These reports provide insight on the values of the effective 

biophysical modalities and parameters, the method of their application to cells, the nature 

of cytoskeletal involvement in mechanotransduction, and intriguing foresight for future 

clinical applications.  

In addition to the specific research papers that were published on each step of this project, 

the findings and experimental methods described above were also integrated in several 

publications, showing that the precise pathways for osteoblast stimulation by biophysical 

modalities are still elusive [11,33]. Additionally, to understand the underlined pathways 

relevant to my research on osteoblast biophysical modulation, a synopsis of the main 

regulatory activities of human osteoblast was performed and published [13].  

 

The impact of the work on professional practice 

Bone has a vigorous potential to regenerate itself after damage; however, the efficacious 

repair of large defects resulting from resection, trauma, extended fractures, or inadequately 

vascularized bone gaps will not achieve satisfactory healing and will be considered as non-

union [61]. The definition of non-union is a failure of the fracture to heal in six months in 

a patient in whom progressive repair had not been observed radiographically between the 

third and sixth month after the fracture of either craniofacial or other bone types. Therefore, 

up to 10% of patients will experience a non-union fracture and require the implantation of 

bone grafts. In addition, bone grafting is also required at the sites of bone deficiency 

because of surgical interventions such as failed endoprosthesis surgery and craniotomy. 

Cumulatively, ca. 500,000 surgical cases of bone grafting procedures occur annually in the 

USA [62]. Notably, the demand for bone grafts is expected to be even greater over the next 

decade as the population ages and life expectancy increases [61]. 

In a clinical setting, most bone grafting relies on bone graft replacement materials (e.g., 

beta-tricalcium phosphate matrices [63] and collagen sponges [64]) and natural bone grafts 

(e.g., autografts, allografts, and xenografts). However, disadvantages such as donor site 

morbidity (autografts), limited availability (autografts), risk of rejection 
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(allografts/xenografts), risk of infection (allografts/xenografts), and ethical issues 

(xenografts) call for novel therapeutic options. Recent clinical trials in bone regeneration 

provide a comprehensive example of the trend towards exploring cell therapy as an 

alternative for natural bone grafts. Personalized and functional tissue-engineered bone 

grafts may offer an unlimited source to overcome the chronic shortage in natural grafts 

while addressing all three of the criteria above [59].  

The target cells for bone tissue engineering are differentiated osteoblasts derived from the 

pool of mesenchymal stem cells present in the bone marrow. Mesenchymal stem cells 

(MSCs) are pluripotent and can differentiate into various cell types such as osteoblasts, 

chondrocytes, muscle cells, adipocytes, or fibroblasts [65]. To achieve high purity of 

osteoblasts culture, the osteogenic differentiation media is usually supplemented with 

transforming growth factor-beta, vitamin C, and dexamethasone [61,66]. The 

differentiation process into the osteoblast lineage can be monitored by the appearance of a 

specific gene expression profile, including the presence of mRNA for runx2, alkaline 

phosphatase, osteopontin, osteonectin, osteocalcin, or the proteins themselves. Cells 

displaying this phenotype can be further injected directly into the bone defect or first 

seeded onto a scaffold and transferred into the bone defect within the scaffold. Implantation 

of both a scaffold and cells can have an additive positive effect [65]. 

 

Thus, the main promising insight of this research framework is the evidence that the in 

vitro generated viable bone, according to the biophysical principles that were developed 

and verified, is safe for implantation in vivo and capable of bridging critical gaps in bone 

in vivo [59]. This ability is reduced without the utilization of the biophysical stimulation of 

osteoblasts. Therefore, this became possible because of the mechanical stimulation setup I 

developed and verified. This unique finding presents exciting potential for the clinical use 

of the generated in vitro BLT as an autologous bone graft. The mechanical stimulation with 

precise parameters is essential for this process by progressing towards generating a vital 

bone tissue in vitro to be used for implantation as a bone graft. I developed a unique 

protocol to engineer in vitro bone graft-like material originating from bone marrow-derived 

human autologous primary osteoblast-like cells (>70% positive for osteocalcin) and 

clinically approved β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) matrix inside a bioreactor that 
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generates a defined effective mechanical stimulation for induction of osteogenesis. The 

bioengineered end-product mimics live autologous bone graft in a three-dimensional 

organization, non-union fracture closure capability, and functional integration with host 

tissue (Figure 25). 

 

 
 
 
Figure 25: Gross appearance of the in vitro generated bone like material  
 
 
The strengths and weaknesses of the methodologies used (critical analysis) 

The series of my research projects presented concentrate on designing biophysical 

modalities for cell stimulation, identifying the specific biophysical parameters for this 

purpose and their implementation for tissue generation in vitro, with the perspective of 

implantation in vivo. This chain of objectives has been successfully accomplished. 

Naturally, an especially important issue for identifying the exact cellular pathway was only 

partly presented in these reports, showing the importance of the microtubular component 

of the cytoskeleton for the propagation of the external biophysical signal (before this 

research, this ability was attributed mainly to the microfilament component of the 

cytoskeleton). A further large-scale study should be carried out to close the gap of 

knowledge in this area [11, 33]. By recognizing these findings, applying these biophysical 

parameters in a clinical set up by a separate fine-tuning of osteoblast proliferation and 

maturation might have a therapeutic value in enhancing damaged bone regeneration [67]. 
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Additionally, a higher level of confidence in the osteoblastic characteristics of the cells 

should be based on the determination of cellular Runx2 and Osx transcription factors 

using PCR. Furthermore, the MSCs directed to osteogenesis vs. to adipocytogenesis 

could be detected in the studied culture samples by the cluster of differentiation (CD) 

markers, such as CD10, CD92, CD31, CD 62E, CD11B, by flow cytometry [68,69]. 

Other cell type content in the investigated culture samples should be further identified by 

measuring SOX9 expression, collagen II content by PCR and immunohistochemical 

analysis, and the Alcian blue histological staining for detection of chondroblastic 

differentiation [70]. 

 

Conclusion - The nature of the work's academic impact 

This series of research projects might be a starting point for the potential discovery of a 

"unified theory" based on pulsed biophysical stimulation of cells, with possible important 

clinical implications that have been initially presented in the presented research. The 

described here experimental setups that enable uniform stimulation of a large number of 

cells in vitro by external biophysical modalities (mechanical, electromagnetic, and light 

irradiance) may help to standardize future research projects with the possibility of making 

a more meaningful comparison between different research reports. 

 

Future work  

The described here is a long-standing and ongoing research project aiming to evaluate the 

osteoblast response to biophysical stimulation. The plan is to proceed with this research 

according to the following topics: 

 Improvement of the ability to grow osteoblast monolayer cultures originating from 

the peripheral blood samples with low content of MSCs [71]. This will simplify the 

process of the eventual in vitro bone generation, according to the principles 

described above, without the need for bone marrow sampling, which is a more 

invasive procedure. 

 Construction of a versatile apparatus that can provide a combined tuneable 

application of low friction mechanical vibration, electromagnetic fields, and LED 
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light irradiance to the osteoblast cultures. This device will allow an application of 

a combined biophysical effect on the cultured osteoblasts. 

 The important limitation of the ability to record the precise kinetics of  the 

generated BLT in culture, when it is only partially adherent to the plastic surface, 

from where the movement is recorded by a piezoelectric sensor, is the source of 

uncertainty on the exposure to the exact spectrum of harmonic frequencies of 

movement. The suspended in the culture media BLT is affected by a combination 

of fluid and container movements. It is technically impossible to measure the force 

frequencies on the BLT by external sensors in the presented experimental setup. 

Therefore optical recording of live cells and the BLT  in culture in static conditions 

and during external mechanical stimulation for growth, proliferation, and kinetics 

of external biophysical manipulation should give more precise data without 

interfering with culture conditions. For this purpose, the Digital inline-holographic 

microscope (DIHM) technique can be utilized [72]. The DIHM method is based on 

a 5-megapixel complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) image sensor 

and a multicolor LED illumination capable of video imaging recording of cell 

cultures and media with different spectral absorbances. This allows high flexibility 

in the application for direct measurements of the suspended in the culture media 

BLT kinetics. 

 Comparison of the gene expression in the cultured osteoblasts following exposure 

to the biophysical modalities, described above. I will use the DNA microarray 

methods. This approach should give a substantial indication of the uniform 

pathways for cellular response to the pulsed mechanical forces and electromagnetic 

fields. 

 Modulation of surface stiffness properties for the adherent cells, out of the known 

optimal range of 25–40 MPa for osteoblastogenesis might reveal improvement in 

the generation of the bone-like tissue generated by the presented method. 

 The accomplishment of the preclinical studies of safety and efficacy on a large 

animal model (similar to the presented above studies on murine models) of the use 

of the in vitro generated bone-like material by the implementation of mechanical 

stimulation of osteoblasts in vitro, and subsequentially preparation of the described 
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method for the clinical Phase IIA study, following application for the approval from 

the regulatory authorities. The future preclinical experiment should include an 

additional control group of animals that will be implanted with βTCP granules into 

the critical gap aiming to evaluate the additive value of the generated BLT over the 

effect of pure inorganic matrix. This will be the desired translational step from the 

basic research of biophysical (mechanical) stimulation of cells to induce bone 

matrix elaboration in vitro towards the clinical use as an autologous bone graft. In 

this future experiment, when an average of  90% (SD ±5%)  of the critical gap in 

bone is expected to be bridged by the BLT, for the reliable statistical comparison 

(by ANOVA, α=0.05) of four groups of animals, i.e., treated by the BLT, normal 

non treated controls, treated by vehicle control and treated by the inorganic control 

(βTCP), at least eight animals will be required – meaning three animals in each 

study group for the significant comparison [calculated by SigmaStat software 

version 2, SPSS Inc., Chicago, Il, USA).].  
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